Welcome to Dashlane

Available on all devices and platforms, Dashlane is an app for storing and autofilling passwords and personal information easily and securely. Log in instantly, fly through forms, and breeze through checkout on every device—at work, home, and anywhere else you internet.

What do I get with Dashlane?

- **Password manager**: Whether it’s your personal email or an internal business tool, Dashlane remembers all your passwords—so you don’t have to. Plus, Dashlane’s Password Generator automatically creates and saves complex, randomized passwords for you.
- **Unlimited devices**: Easily log in on any device or platform. Dashlane’s Password Manager app securely syncs your logins to all your authenticated devices, including Mac, Windows, Linux, Chromebook, iOS, and Android.
- **Secure sharing**: Need to share or store sensitive information? With Secure Notes, you can safely share information with other Dashlane members.
- **Separate spaces**: With Smart Spaces, you can easily separate work and personal logins, addresses, and notes. Your administrators can set policies about which passwords get sorted into which Space and monitor password health, without compromising the privacy of your Personal Space.
- **Dark web monitoring**: Get real-time alerts in the web app when your information is involved in a data leak on the dark web, plus recommended actions for how to remediate the threat.
- **Password Health score**: Dashlane calculates your Password Health score to give you visibility into your password health, show you which passwords are reused, weak, or compromised, and make it easy to fix vulnerabilities quickly.

Anything else I should know?

- **Memorize your Master Password**: It’s the only password you need to remember now! Your Master Password is the encryption key to unlock your data. It should be hard to guess but easy to remember and, most importantly, never used before. Dashlane doesn’t store your Master Password anywhere, so only you can access your information.
- **Service & support**: We all need a little support sometimes, and with Dashlane Team, you skip to the front of the line. Reach out to our Customer Support team for your velvet-robe treatment through live chat or by email at support@dashlane.com.

Visit [support.dashlane.com](http://support.dashlane.com) for more information about getting started.